Type

Opcodes (and mnemonics) of additional instructions

Arithmetic 13 (Adc), 1B (Sbb), 6B (Imul), F7/3 (Neg), F7/4 (Mul), F7/5 (Imul)
Bit string 0FBD (Bsr), 99 (Cdq)
Move
0F9C (Setl), 0F9F (Setg)
Table 1. Additional instructions for ring-TESLA in CacheAudit 0.2c

To support Bsr, we extended the parser, the internal instruction representation, and the abstract semantics in CacheAudit 0.2b. We extended the parser
to create a Bsr instruction in the internal representation when it encounters the
opcode 0FBD. We implemented the abstract semantics of Bsr by a function bsr
in the module valAD. The function consists of roughly 100 lines of OCaml code.
The function bsr operates on sets of potential values for dst and src and
returns a map from possible resulting status flag combinations to the resulting
values of registers and memory entries, for which the flag combinations can occur.
For each possible value of src, we proceed according to the formalization of Bsr
by Degenbaev [28]. We check whether the value consists only of zeros. In this
case, we add a binding (mapping a flag combination to register and memory
values) to the resulting map, in which the zero flag is 1 and the value of dst is
unchanged. Otherwise, we first compute the number of leading zeros by divide
and conquer, where we check recursively whether the first half of each non-zero
prefix contains bits that are set to 1. The index of the most significant set bit
is 64 minus the number of leading zeros. In this case, we add a binding to the
resulting map, in which the zero flag is 0 and dst contains the computed index.
Our implementation for the other instructions follows the same pattern of
parsing and abstract semantics, reusing existing support for similar instructions
(e.g., with the same mnemonic) in CacheAudit 0.2b when possible.

4

Detection of potential leakage

We use CacheAudit 0.2c to analyze the signature generation in ring-TESLA for
potential leakage of the secret key. We assume that the random number generator
is secure and analyze the remaining computation with a few adaptations that
allow a meaningful analysis with CacheAudit 0.2c. In the following, we provide
details on the configurations of CacheAudit and ring-TESLA, details of our
adaptations, and the results of our analysis.
Configuration of CacheAudit. We configure CacheAudit to use a 32kByte, 8-way
set-associative data cache with a cache line size of 64Byte. This cache configuration is, e.g., used in the first level cache of the Intel Skylake architecture [29].
As the replacement strategy, we fix LRU.4
Configuration of ring-TESLA. We set the parameters of the ring-TESLA scheme
to PARAM_N = n = 512, PARAM_SIGMA = σ = 48, PARAM_Q = q = 33550337,
4

We also investigated FIFO (first in first out) replacement. The leakage bounds (on
the unmitigated implementation) are less than 10bit lower than under LRU.

Listing 4.1. Code of the subroutine generate_c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

void generate_c ( uint32_t * pos_list , unsigned char * c_bin ) {
int32_t c [ PARAM_N ]; int cnt =0; int pos ; [...]
crypto_stream (r , R_LENGTH , nonce , c_bin ) ;
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) { c [ i ] = 0;}
i =0;
while (i < PARAM_W ) {
pos = 0;
pos = ( r [ cnt ] < <8) | ( r [ cnt +1]) ;
pos &= PARAM_N -1;
cnt += 2;
if (c[pos] == 0) { pos_list [ i ] = pos ;

c[pos]=1;

i ++; cnt ++; } } }

Listing 4.2. Implementation of sample_y
1
2
3
4
5

// original
do {[...] if ( val <0 x7fffff ) mat_y [ i ++] = val - PARAM_B ; [...]} while (i < PARAM_N ) ;
// adapted
for ( i = 0; i < PARAM_N ; ++ i ) { mat_y [ i ] = *( int *) (0 x4 ) - PARAM_B ; }

PARAM_B = B = 4194303, PARAM_W = ω = 19, PARAM_D = d = 23, and PARAM_U
= U = 2848. We analyze the function crypto_sign from the file sign.c in
a 32-bit x86 binary of the ring-TESLA implementation. To this end, we use
a wrapper function that calls crypto_sign with an uninitialized secret key,
uninitialized message, uninitialized signature buffer, the message size 59 (as in
the ring-TESLA test suite), and a pointer to smlen to store the length of the
signed message including the signature. By leaving the secret key and message
uninitialized, we treat them as secret input in our analysis.5
We compiled the ring-TESLA sources and our wrapper with gcc version 4.8.4,
using -static for static linking, -m32 to target an Intel i386 CPU architecture,
and -fno-stack-protector to avoid insertion of code for overflow protection.
Adaptation of ring-TESLA. CacheAudit 0.2c does not support memory accesses
that could refer to any possible address, e.g., in the analysis of loop counters that
are advanced only under certain conditions and used to index array accesses. This
occurs in the ring-TESLA routines generate_c and sample_y.
Listing 4.1 shows the implementation of the function generate_c. It uses
rejection sampling to generate random values for the parameter array pos_list.
The loop counter is only increased if the generated value is not rejected. To allow
a meaningful analysis, we remove the check that rejects if the same value would
occur twice in pos_list (highlighted in gray). That is, we overapproximate the
possible values of pos_list. This manual overapproximation of the semantics
preserves the validity of analysis results because it cannot decrease the number
of possible attacker observations.
5

Treating the message as secret is overly conservative in a signature scenario. We
investigated the effect of fixing the message to all ’0’s and obtained the same leakage
bounds as for an uninitialized message in the unmitigated implementation.

Attacker model acc accd trace time
Leakage in bit 12.9 2.6 51.6 9.5
Table 2. Upper bounds on the leakage of the signature generation

Listing 4.2 shows our adaptation of a loop in sample_y. Again, the loop
counter advances only if the random number generated in the current iteration
satisfies certain criteria. To allow a meaningful analysis with CacheAudit 0.2c,
we remove the check of the random number and assign an uninitialized value that
overapproximates the possible range to each entry in mat_y. With this adaptation, our analysis uses a safe overapproximation of the values that sample_y can
return, but assumes that sample_y itself, i.e., the random number generator,
does not have any cache-side-channel leakage.
The function crypto_sign contains a potentially infinite while loop, on which
CacheAudit 0.2b does not terminate within reasonable time. To make the analysis of this loop feasible, we fix the number of iterations while keeping the source
code in the loop body unchanged. More concretely, we fixed the number of iterations to two to account for the effect of more than one iteration.
Note that we use the modifications described in this section only for the
initial automatic analysis of ring-TESLA. In the detailed manual inspection in
Section 5, we use the unmodified integer implementation.
Analysis Results. We obtain the leakage bounds listed in Table 2.6 The bounds
lie between 2.6bit and 51.6bit for the different attacker models. One run of the
adapted ring-TESLA leaks at most 2.6bit to attackers under accd, at most 9.5bit
to attackers under time, at most 12.9bit to attackers under acc, and at most
51.6bit to attackers under trace. In the remainder of this article we investigate
whether these non-zero leakage bounds are substantiated by concrete threats
and how the leakage bounds can be reduced by mitigating concrete threats.

5

Manual analysis of the potential leakage

We manually analyze the signature generation crypto_sign to check if the potential leakage detected by program analysis corresponds to an actual concern.
We identify substantiated threats of leakage to cache side channels (CSCs) in
the routines generate_c, test_w, test_rejection, and computeEc.7 . The following variables have to be kept secret during the execution of crypto_sign:
the secret key sk, the randomness vec_y, the polynomials vec_v1 and vec_v2
to compute the hash value, and the polynomials E1c, E2c, and Sc. Furthermore,
the hash value c and the representation of the corresponding encoded polynomial pos_list have to be kept secret until line 19 in Listing 3.1. In line 19, it
6

7

Throughout the article, we round bounds up to one decimal place and truncate the
bounds to 3 ∗ PARAM_N ∗ 32bit = 49152bit, i.e., the maximum size of the key.
The analysis of the other subroutines of crypto_sign can be found in the corresponding technical report under http://eprint.iacr.org/2017/951.

Listing 5.1. Code of the subroutine computeEc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

static void computeEc ( poly Ec , const unsigned char * sk , const
uint32_t pos_list [ PARAM_W ]) {
int i ,j , pos , * e ;
e = ( int *) sk ;
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) { Ec [ i ] = 0;}
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_W ; i ++) {
pos = pos_list [ i ];
for ( j =0; j < pos ; j ++) { Ec [ j ] += e [ j + PARAM_N - pos ];}
for ( j = pos ;j < PARAM_N ; j ++) { Ec [ j ] -= e [j - pos ];} } }

Listing 5.2. Code of the subroutine test_rejection
1
2
3
4
5

static int tes t_reje ction ( poly poly_z ) {
int i ;
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) {
if ( poly_z [ i ] < -( PARAM_B - PARAM_U ) || poly_z [ i ] >( PARAM_B - PARAM_U ) ) { return 1;}}
return 0; }

is decided whether the potential signature (computed in line 18) and c are returned and, hence, whether c and pos_list become public information (via the
encoding function F , the values can be computed from each other), or whether
all computed values are discarded. An attacker should not learn the values of
the discarded polynomials, e.g., c or pos_list. If the attacker learns values of
pos_list or c, there exists a potential attack as described below.
Analysis of the subroutine compute_Ec. The implementation of the subroutine
compute_Ec is given in Listing 5.1. The values that have to be kept secret during this computation are sk, e, pos_list, and pos. Most loops and branchings
do not depend on any of the secret values. However, there might be a possible leakage of pos (and hence of the values in the secret pos_list) because
of the cache hits/misses depending on e. In both loop bodies values are read
from e (namely, either e[j+PARAM_N-pos] or e[j-pos]) such that in both loops
together all entries of e are read. However, leakage arises from the chronological order of cache hits and misses. We illustrate the leakage using an example:
The array e consists of PARAM_N many entries of type int, i.e., each entry of e is
represented in 32bit. Since one cache line is 64Byte (cf. Section 4), 16 entries (depending on the alignment in the memory) of e fit into one cache line. Let pos=14.
Then, under the trace-driven attacker model, an attacker sees one cache miss
(on element e[PARAM_N-14]) and 13 cache hits (on elements e[PARAM_N-13],...,
e[PARAM_N-1]) during the loop in line 9.8 However, two more entries of e are also
already loaded in the cache, namely e[PARAM_N-16] and e[PARAM_N-15]. Thus,
in the second loop in line 10, the attacker sees cache hits on those two elements.
He might, hence, be able to determine the value of pos from the distribution of
the hits for the considered cache line over the loops.
8

To simplify our explanation we assume that the corresponding cache line starts with
e[PARAM_N-16] and ends with e[PARAM_N-1].

Analysis of the subroutine test_rejection. The implementation of the subroutine test_rejection is given in Listing 5.2. The variable poly_z in Listing 5.2
has to be kept secret. The subroutine test_rejection consists of a for-loop that
loops independently of the secret over i=0,...,PARAM_N. Within the for-loop,
there is a secret-dependent if-condition. This leads to a CSC vulnerability.
Assume a strong trace-driven attacker model, i.e., the attacker has a sequence
of occurred cache hits and misses. Assume furthermore that poly_z is already
loaded in the cache before the if-condition is evaluated.9 When the if-condition
in line 4, Listing 5.2, is never true, then the value 0 is returned and the attacker
gets a sequence of PARAM_N (or 2·PARAM_N — depending on the compilation)
hits. This essentially means that all coefficients of poly_z are in the interval
[−B + U, B − U ] and, hence, the corresponding signature is compressed and
returned (cf. Listing 3.1). Next, we consider the other case, i.e., the absolute
value of at least one of the coefficients of poly_z is larger than B − U . That
means that the if-condition in Listing 5.2 holds true for some i∈ {0, ...,PARAM_N}.
Hence, 1 is returned in the i-th iteration and the attacker gets a sequence of only
PARAM_N−i hits. Hence, the attacker knows the exact index of the coefficient that
violated the if-condition. Assume the attacker also knows the values in the array
pos_list (which corresponds to the polynomial c = F (H ([v1 ]M , [v2 ]M , µ)) in
Figure 1) from another cache-side-channel vulnerability. Then the attacker might
know which coefficients of the secret s contributed to the i-th, large coefficient
of poly_z. If an attacker learns the exact position i and the corresponding
pos_list for many different values to the same secret key s then the attacker
might receive enough information about the size of the entries in s to successfully
break the scheme via a learning-the-parallelepiped-attack [30, 31].
Analysis of the subroutine test_w. The implementation of the routine test_w is
given in Listing 5.3. The values poly_w, val, and left in Listing 5.3 have to be
kept secret. The CSC vulnerability is similar to the channel described previously
for test_rejection. In the subroutine test_w, the CSC vulnerability comes
from the early abortion depending on left in line 12 of Listing 5.3. When the
if-condition in line 12 holds for some i and the corresponding abs(left), -1 is
immediately returned and a trace-driven attacker might learn the exact index i.
Analysis of the subroutine generate_c. The implementation of the subroutine
generate_c is given in Listing 4.1. The values pos_list, c, and pos in Listing 4.1
have to be kept secret. There are no branchings or loops depending on the secret
value, except for one if-condition on c[pos] in line 12 of Listing 4.1. If a cache
with no-write-allocate policy is used, the values c[i] are not cached in line 5.
Hence, an attacker might be able to find out which elements c[i] are cached
in line 12 and to learn information about the values of pos. Together with the
vulnerability in test_rejection, an attacker might be able to successfully break
the scheme via a learning-the-parallelepiped-attack [30, 31].
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Our arguments hold also true if we assume that poly_z is not loaded in the cache.
In the ring-TESLA implementation, it is already loaded in line 18 in Listing 3.1.

Listing 5.3. Code of the subroutine test_w
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

static int test_w ( poly poly_w )
{ int i ; int64_t left , right , val ;
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) {
val = ( int64_t ) poly_w [ i ];
val = val % PARAM_Q ;
if ( val < 0) { val = val + PARAM_Q ;}
left = val ;
left = left % (1 < <( PARAM_D ) ) ;
left -= (1 < < PARAM_D ) /2;
left ++;
right = (1 < <( PARAM_D -1) ) - PA RA M _R E JE CT I ON ;
if ( abs ( left ) > right ) { return -1; } }
return 0; }

Combined analysis of the overall signature generation. The most important parts
of the implementation of crypto_sign are depicted in Listing 3.1. In the signature generation, most operations, branchings, or loops are independent of the
value of the secret. Exceptions are the branchings in lines 11, 15, and 19 in Listing 3.1: They depend on secret values and, hence, the length of the observed trace
of cache hits and misses depends on the branches that are taken. What does this
mean from a cryptographic viewpoint? Assuming the subroutine test_w does
not leak any bit, then the attacker does not learn more information about the
secret if he knows whether or not the condition in line 11 holds. The attacker
would just learn that vec_v1 does not fulfill the conditions needed for a valid
signature. However, the attacker does not learn why exactly the condition was
not fulfilled (the attacker does not learn the index on which the if-condition
failed). Furthermore, since the value vec_v1 depends on vec_y and the value
vec_y is discarded if the if-condition in line 11 does not hold, the attacker does
not get any additional information about the secret he did not know before. The
same explanation also holds for the branchings in line 15 and line 19.
In summary, this means that there exists a potential leakage that we probably
cannot get rid of, but it does not affect the security of the signature scheme as
long as we do not have leakages in test_w and test_rejection or generate_c.

6
6.1

Mitigation of the vulnerabilities
Adaptation of vulnerable routines

In Section 5, we identified substantiated threats of CSC leakage in the routines test_w, test_rejection, computeEc, and generate_c. Since the leakage
in generate_c is only a concern in combination with the leakage in test_w
and test_rejection, it suffices to analyze and mitigate the leakage in test_w,
test_rejection, and computeEc. We analyze test_w, test_rejection, and
computeEc individually with CacheAudit 0.2c to obtain leakage bounds on the
unmitigated implementations. The leakage bounds are listed in Table 3. There
are, indeed, non-zero bounds for all three unmitigated routines.

Unmitigated routines Mitigated routines
acc accd trace time acc accd trace time
test_w
31
test_rejection 31
computeEc
0
crypto_sign

31 49152 19.3
31 10.1 10.1
0
20
5.9

12.9 2.6

51.6

9.5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
19

0
0
4.4

8.1 1.6 48.6 9.0

Table 3. Leakage bounds [bit]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

int test_r ejecti on ( poly poly_z ) {
int i ; int res ; res = 0;
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) {
res |= (poly_z[i] < -(PARAM_B-PARAM_U));
res |= (poly_z[i] > (PARAM_B-PARAM_U));
return res ; }

}

int test_w ( poly poly_w ) { [...]
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) {
val = poly_w [ i ]; val = val % PARAM_Q ;
val += (((unsigned int)val & 0x80000000) » 31)*PARAM_Q;
left = val ; left = left % (1 < <( PARAM_D ) ) ;
left -= (1 < < PARAM_D ) /2; left ++;
right = (1 < <( PARAM_D -1) ) - PA RA M _R EJ E CT I ON ;
res |= (abs(left) - right > 0); }
return - res ; }
void computeEc ([...]) { [...]
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_N ; i ++) Ec [ i ] = 0;
for(i=0;i<PARAM_N;i++) tmp = e[i];
for ( i =0; i < PARAM_W ; i ++) {
pos = pos_list [ i ];
for ( j =0; j < pos ; j ++) { Ec [ j ] += e [ j + PARAM_N - pos ]; }
for ( j = pos ;j < PARAM_N ; j ++) { Ec [ j ] -= e [j - pos ]; } } }

We adapt the routines, as shown in the above listing, to mitigate the leakage.
In test_rejection, we collect the result, i.e., whether 0 or 1 is returned, in an
auxiliary variable res and return it after PARAM_N iterations, instead of returning
early in case of a failed test. In test_w, we also collect the result, i.e., whether
0 or 1 is returned, in an auxiliary variable res, instead of returning early in
case of failure. Furthermore, we replace the branching on val by an assignment
that masks the value by the branching condition. The idea to mask assignments
by branching conditions comes from conditional assignment [32] - a program
transformation to mitigate timing side channels, which performs rather well in
practical evaluation [33]. In computeEc, we add preloading of the variable e to
ensure that the sequence of cache hits and misses does not depend on the secretdependent order of accesses (under the assumption that no process interferes
with the cache during the ring-TESLA execution).
By code inspection, the modifications should remove the CSC leakage in the
three routines. In the following, we investigate this with CacheAudit.

6.2 Analysis of the effectiveness of the mitigations
We analyze the mitigated routines test_w, test_rejection, and computeEc
using CacheAudit 0.2c and obtain the leakage bounds listed in Table 3. For
test_w and test_rejection, we obtain the leakage bound 0bit for all attacker
models. Thus, we effectively removed the potential leakage. For computeEc, we
obtain 0bit leakage bounds for acc and accd and non-zero leakage bounds, namely
19bit and 4.4bit, for trace and time, respectively. The bounds computed with
CacheAudit are provable upper bounds, but not necessarily tight. The preloading
of e should remove the leakage from computeEc, because it makes the caching
of e independent of secrets. Since CacheAudit was able to recognize preloading
as effective in other cases [16,17], it is interesting why CacheAudit 0.2c does not
yield a 0bit leakage bound in this case. The investigation and fine-tuning of the
analysis precision is an interesting direction for future work.
Table 3 lists also the leakage bounds we obtain on crypto_sign with and
without our countermeasures. All four leakage bounds are reduced by our countermeasures. The highest reduction is achieved for the acc leakage bound. The
acc leakage bound is reduced by 4.8bit to 8.1bit.
Based on our manual inspection of the individual routines in ring-TESLA,
there are two possible sources for the remaining potential leakage reported by
CacheAudit 0.2c. One source is generate_c, where, as discussed above, the
remaining leakage is harmless. The second source is the rejection sampling in
crypto_sign. This matches the fact that the leakage bounds are non-zero. Note
that, since we compute upper bounds on the leakage based on overapproximation,
the actual leakage of the implementation could be even lower than the reported
leakage bounds. We expect in particular the leakage bounds for trace and time
to be quite conservative because CacheAudit 0.2c was not able to recognize the
preloading countermeasure in the implementation of computeEc and the results
of computeEc are propagated further through the implementation. Nevertheless,
the bounds show that the CSC leakage of ring-TESLA to acc, accd, trace, and
time is rather low. For acc, accd, and time, it even lies below 10bit.
Note that, the leakage bounds refer to information about the secret key, i.e.,
about the three polynomials that all together are saved in roughly 38,400bit.
By construction of the learning with errors problem (LWE) — the underlying
hardness assumption of ring-TESLA— the potential leakage of at most 49bit of
the secret key does not immediately translate to the bit-hardness of LWE (resp.,
the bit-security of ring-TESLA).

7

Conclusion

In this article, we analyzed an implementation of the lattice-based signature
scheme ring-TESLA for cache-side-channel vulnerabilities. We identified four
routines in the implementation that are vulnerable through cache side channels.
Two of these routines, a rejection sampling and a signature validity check, use
a secret-dependent number of iterations. One routine is a sparse polynomial
multiplication that traverses one polynomial in a secret-dependent order. We
modified these functions to ensure a constant number of iterations and secretindependent caching of the polynomial. By modifying these functions, we also

eliminated the possibility to exploit the fourth vulnerability. For the modified
ring-TESLA implementation, we obtained low upper bounds on the leakage to
four attacker models, using program analysis.
Our results show that implementations of rejection sampling and sparse multiplication should be inspected for side channels with particular care. While these
techniques are not very common in classical cryptography like RSA, they play
a significant role in post-quantum cryptography. Rejection sampling occurs, for
instance, in multiple lattice-based signature schemes [11, 15, 19] and in key exchange protocols [34]. Sparse multiplication also occurs in many lattice-based
schemes [11, 19, 35]. Overall, the implementation and analysis of post-quantum
cryptography poses additional challenges compared to classical cryptography.
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